Burnham on Crouch Sailing Club
The Quay, Burnham on Crouch, Essex. CM0 8AS

Burnham Sailing Club
Addendum to supplement current risk assessment
Covid 19 July 2020
The following is a supplement to our 2020 Risk Assessment and must be read in conjunction
with this; it is not a stand-alone document.
The key points remain that all Government and RYA rules and advice are followed and
competitors have a revised disclaimer in SIs and Amendment.
Above all, anyone showing symptoms of Covid 19 is asked to refrain from taking part in or
entering club amenities. Patrol crews have been reminded of social distancing guidelines and
will only intervene for preservation of life and similar emergency to limit contact.
Risk Covid 19
Keelboats
• Measures to reduce risk of infection
• Start times spread out to avoid crowding.
• Crew numbers limited and family groups encouraged.
• Guidance issued on how to socially distance afloat including mitigating factors.
Dinghies
• Measures to reduce the risk of infection
• Start times spread out and pontoon guidance to avoid gatherings at launch recovery
times
• Hand gel to be brought by users
• Only one family member to help launch and recover a child and boat.
• Dinghy park guidance has been given
• The changing rooms remain closed, toilets remain open
• Patrol boats only to intervene in extreme cases where preservation of life, not just
assisting and putting themselves potentially in harm's way.
• Crews will then go ashore, vessel cleaned etc as per instructions given to crew.
As well as all of this the Race Officer will consider wind conditions and cancel class(es) if for
example, patrol crews would be needed to recover people from capsized dinghies in gusty
conditions, or tow and interact in light wind conditions. Whilst this is always done, limits will
be lowered for covid safety.
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